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Abstract: The Indian banking industry is going through a period of intense change, where liberalized business environment has affected the banking business by way of increasing competition, rising customer expectations, shrinking spreads and increasing disintermediation. Ongoing changes in the structure of Indian banking are clearly visible. This paper investigates the levels and determinants of efficiency of schedule commercial banks of this vital sector of the Indian economy by using firm-level data. For this purpose, a two stage data envelopment analysis has been used. In the first stage, super technical efficiency analysis of 89 sample firms has been undertaken. This study specifies two outputs: total loans and other earning assets and three inputs: labour, fixed capital and total customers and short term funding and the prices are personnel expenses to average number of personnel for labour, total capital expenses to total fixed assets for fixed capital and interest expenses to average total customers and short term funding for the years 1980–81 to 2012–13. In the second stage, the efficiency scores obtained from the first stage are regressed on external environmental factors like fiscal deficits, private investment and the share of foreign banks using a censored regression model, viz. Tobit model. In this context, the term environment is used to describe factors that could influence the efficiency of a firm, where such factors are not traditional inputs and are not under the control of management (17). The results confirm that the varying market condition and the presence of foreign banks will contribute positively to economic growth.
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1. Introduction

The importance of financial systems for economic development is well recognized worldwide [30, 36, 35, 41] as well as in India [44, 9]. Banks are considered to be the mart of the world, the nerve centre of economies and finance of a nation and the barometer of its economic perspective [51]. Indian banking sector is one of the largest sector in Southern Asian continent which is the mixture of public, private and foreign groups. The public sector banks continue to dominate the banking industry, in terms of lending and borrowing, and it has widely spread out branches which help greatly in pooling up of resources as well as in revenue generation for credit creation. The role of banks in accelerating economic development of the country has been increasingly recognized since the nationalization of fourteen major commercial banks in 1969 and six more in 1980. This facilitated the rapid expansion of banking in terms of its geographical reach covering rural India, in turn leading to significant growth in deposits and advances. Eventually, however, the government used banking sector to finance its own deficit by frequently increasing cash reserve ratios (CRR) and statutory liquidity ratio (SLR). This, in turn, affected the resource position of commercial banks adversely, restricting their lending and thereby the ability to generate profits. Besides, inefficiency and lack of competition caused the non-performing assets in the public sector banks to rise from 14 percent in 1969 to 35 percent in 1990. This problem had to be tackled during the
nineties by undertaking an array of financial reforms.

The invisible handcuff unleashed in the Indian Economy by deregulation of the Indian financial system in 1991 followed by various financial sector reforms during the period 1990 through 1998 led to a major restructuring of the Indian banking industry. Reforms have altered the organizational structure, ownership pattern and domain of operations of institutions and infused competition in the financial sector. The competition has forced the institutions to reposition themselves in order to survive and grow. These reforms are expected to have an impact on the operations of commercial banks. Also, one of the important objectives of financial sector reforms was to improve the efficiency of banking system [42]. Thus it is essential to study the efficiency levels of Indian commercial banks to understand the impact of financial sector reforms on its performance. The study dealt with the efficiency and performance of Indian commercial banks according to its ownership structure and further evaluated banking sector reforms since globalization.

2. Brief Literature Review

A number of attempts have been made to study the efficiency and productivity of banking sector in developed countries [7, 8, 24, 61]. However, studies analyzing the efficiency of banks in developing countries, including India, are relatively modest. Most of the literature in Indian banking sector focused on measurement of efficiency (e.g., [13, 45, 47, 46, 71]) and a few studies on benchmarking (e.g., [23, 65]). While some studies attribute the growth of productivity to technological progress [4, 2, 39, 10, 29, 54], others are in favour of efficiency improvement [6, 22, 25, 72]. Compared to efficiency analysis, the literature on the issue of TFP growth in Indian banking sector is very limited. The study investigated the efficiency and productivity for a sample of Indian commercial banks over the period 1995-2002 by using the technique of DEA [20]. However, studies of the efficiency market power relationship in emerging markets have been considerably less rigorous, lacking in detailed studies of the determinants of bank technical efficiency. This paper fills the gap by widening the scope in explanatory variables not only market structure, but also other factors such as bank sector reforms which had the string impact in the financial market performance and macroeconomic conditions. The current study contributes to the literature significantly in many ways. A detailed systematic study on the measurement of productivity change in Indian banking sector was comparatively limited. Secondly, in comparison to previous studies (e.g., [20, 65, 63,71]) this study considers more recent data for a relatively longer period of latest 15 years of post-liberalization which includes 3 years of global financial crisis period. Also, one of the important objectives of financial sector reforms was to improve the efficiency of banking system [42]. Thus it is essential to study the efficiency levels of Indian commercial banks to understand the impact of financial sector reforms on its performance.

3. Objectives

To determine the impact of various market and regulatory initiatives on efficiency improvements of commercial banks since the implementation of financial sector reforms.

Hypothesis

The reform measures have not caused an improvement in the efficiency level across different bank groups.

4. Methodological

The Indian banking sector provides a particularly interesting setting to examine the impact of liberalisation on the banking firms. The banking sector in India comprises of domestic banks, which includes public sector banks and privatively owned banks as well as foreign banks. Presently, there are 43 Foreign Banks, 26 Public Sector Banks and 20 Private Sector Banks [42]. The research was based on the secondary data and the main stream of data was collected from the —Statistical Tables Relating to Commercial Banks in India, Annual Accounts of Scheduled Commercial Banks’, Annual Reports, authentic records and publications of RBI and website of individual banks and RBI website. Data on GDP was collected from Handbook of Statistics on the Indian Economy published by the RBI. All the variables have been adjusted to the Indian GDP deflator and converted to constant prices (2004-05 prices). Since the research was based on the time series cross section secondary data and quantitative in nature, the analysis of the data was undertaken by applying the DEA analysis and regression analysis. Before doing the computations, the stationarity of each series was tested using the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test.

4.1. Variable Description

Although there is no ‘perfect approach’, the intermediation approach may be more appropriate for evaluating entire financial institutions because this approach is inclusive of interest expenses, which often account for one-half to two-thirds of total costs [6]. Moreover, the intermediation approach may be superior for evaluating the importance of frontier efficiency of financial institutions. The main consequence of the intermediation approach is that deposits are considered as inputs, and interest on deposits is a component of total costs, together with labour and capital costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Total loan</td>
<td>Loans issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Other earning assets</td>
<td>Sum of investment securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>Number of full-time employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Fixed capital</td>
<td>Fixed Assets (Property and Equipment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Customer and short-term funding funds.</td>
<td>Deposits and current accounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, this study specifies two outputs: total loans and other earning assets and three inputs: labour, fixed
capital and total customers and short term funding and the prices are personnel expenses to average number of personnel for labour, total capital expenses to total fixed assets for fixed capital and interest expenses to average total capital and total customers and short term funding for total customers and short term funding. This assumption on outputs is consistent with studies [19, 31, and 59]. Other assets as a third output, was excluded in this study as at least two of the banks did not have any values recorded for these variables. Since the model variables are in logarithms, this would have introduced an error in the inputs, hence the exclusion. Table 1 outlines the data extracted from the bank’s Annual Reports that were used in the estimation of frontiers.

4.2. DEA Modeling

DEA is a linear programming technique initially developed [11] to evaluate the efficiency of public sector non-profit organizations, based on earlier work initiated [16]. It was later extended [5, 52] and to banking. DEA calculates the relative efficiency scores of various Decision-Making Units (DMUs) in the particular sample. The DMUs could be banks or branches of banks. The DEA measure compares each of the banks to branches in that sample with the best practice in the sample. It tells the user which of the DMUs in banks or branches of banks. The DEA measure compares personnel for labour, total capital expenses to total fixed changes in the deviation between the VRS and CRS (technology) pure technical efficiency change component (calculated relative to the variable returns to scale (VRS) technology) and a residual ‘scale efficiency’ component, which captures relative to the variable returns to scale (VRS) technology and further decomposes into a ‘pure technical efficiency change’ component (calculated relative to the variable returns to scale (VRS) technology) and a residual ‘scale efficiency’ component, which captures changes in the deviation between the VRS and CRS technologies. The decomposition becomes, [15]

$$M_{d}(y_{o}, x_{o}, y_{i}, x_{i}) = TC \times TE \times SE \quad (1)$$

where TC represents Technical Change, TE represents pure efficiency change and SE represents scale change. The scale change and pure efficiency change components are the decomposition of the efficiency component $TE = TE \times SE$. DEA modeling allows the analyst to select inputs and outputs in accordance with managerial focus. This is an advantage of DEA since it opens the door to what-if analysis. Furthermore, the technique works with variables of different units without the need for standardisation (e.g. dollars, number of transactions, or number of staff). The approach used in this study was variation of the intermediation approach. The input variables used in this study are labour, fixed capital, customer and short-term funding funds and the output variables are total loans and other earning assets. Appropriate GDP deflators have been used to deflate the values. [15]

4.3. Constant Returns to Scale (CRS or CCR)

A model [11] proposed which had input orientation and assumed constant return to scale (CRS). Assume that there are n DMUs consuming varying amounts of k different inputs to produce m different outputs. Specifically, $DMU_i$ are represented by $x_i$ and $y_i$ respectively. The $K \times N$ input matrix, $X$ and $M \times N$ output matrix $Y$ represent the data of $N$ firms. The purpose of DEA was to construct the frontier that the observed data lie on or below the production frontier. For each $DMU_i$ a measured ratio of all outputs ($y$) over all inputs ($x$), such as $u'y/v'x$, where $u$ is output weight and $v$ is input weight. To select optimal weights, the mathematical programming problem:

$$\text{Max}_{u,v} \ (u'y/v'x)$$

s.t $u'y/v'x \leq 1 \ \ (1 = 1,2,\ldots,N)$

$$u, v \geq 0 \quad (2)$$

The finding values for $u$ and $v$, such that the efficiency measure of the $i$th $DMU$ is maximised, subject to the constraint that all efficiency measures must be less than or equal to one. One problem with this particular ratio formulation is that it has an infinite number of solutions. To avoid this, an equivalent envelopment form of this problem is estimated, i.e.

$$\text{Min} \ \theta \lambda$$

s.t $-y_i + y \lambda \geq 0$

$$\theta x_i - X \lambda \geq 0 \quad (3)$$

The value of $\theta$ obtained will be the efficiency score of $i$th $DMU$. It will satisfy $\theta \leq 1$, with a value of 1 indicating the point on the frontier and technical efficient $DMU$.

4.4. Super Efficiency

Andersen and Petersen’s model for estimating super-efficiency score for $DMU$ $k$ (denoted by $TE_{k,\text{super}}$)

$$TE_{k,\text{super}} = \theta_{k,\text{super}} + \sum_{l=1}^{m} s_{l}^{-} + \sum_{r=1}^{s} s_{r}^{-}$$

$$\text{Min} \ \theta_{k,\text{super}}, \lambda, s_{l}^{-}, s_{r}^{-}$$

Subject to

$$\sum_{j=1}^{m} \lambda_{j} y_{rj} - s_{r}^{-} = y_{r} \quad r = 1,2,\ldots,s$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{m} \lambda_{j} x_{kj} + s_{r}^{+} = \theta_{k,\text{super}} x_{ik} \quad r = 1,2,\ldots,m$$

$$s_{l}^{-}, s_{r}^{+} \geq 0 \quad (5)$$

$$s_{l}^{-}, s_{r}^{+} \geq 0 \quad (6)$$
The difference between Super-efficiency model and standard efficiency model is that in super models the DMU\(\text{0}_\text{0}\) (the DMU evaluated) is eliminated from the reference set (indicated by \(j\neq0\) in the LP). The Super-efficiency score can be greater than 1.

5. Efficiency and Impact of Market Conditions

The banks are not only affected by the internal environment but also influenced by the macroeconomic conditions of the country. Thus it is important to measure the impact of the macroeconomic factors which are not under the control of management and financial markets on the performance of the banks. The study employs environmental variables to the basic DEA model of super-technical efficiency. The efficiency of banks in the context of these models refers to their ability to utilise operating expenses and interest expenses to generate earning asset. The external environmental factors in the model include: fiscal deficits as a percentage of GDP (FD), private investment as a percentage of GDP (PI) and the share of foreign banks in total credit (FOG) representing the presence of foreign banks. Efficiency of banking assumes significant importance in the context of financial sector reforms, which have resulted in positioning stringent supervisory norms on the lines of international best practice to ensure banking soundness. In the study, the basic DEA model was extended to take into account environmental variables. In this context, the term environment is used to describe factors that could influence the efficiency of a firm, where such factors are not traditional inputs and are not under the control of management [17]. Thus the proposed model was

\[
TE = \beta0 + \beta1 FD + \beta2 PI + \beta3 FOG + \beta4 T1 + \beta5 T2 + \beta6 T3 + \epsilon
\]

Source: Estimation based on the data compiled from RBI Annual Report.

The varying economic conditions from one year to another can also be expected to have an impact on the efficiency of banking sector. Several studies argue that only considering one endogenous break was insufficient and leads to a loss of information when actually more than one break exists [37]. An endogenous structural break test is a sequential test which utilizes the full sample and uses a different dummy variable for each possible break date. Usually, the unit root tests do not suppose more than two structural breaks and this point to some extend is a limitation of unit root testing [63]. At the same time, there are testing procedures which allow one to determine multiple structural breaks in the dynamics of variables. To find the trend, the yearly dummy variable was selected. Using Bai-Perron test the changing trend was overcome by including dummy variables in the model to capture the effects of temporal and efficiency improvement for commercial banks over the period of the study are presented in table 2.

From the table 2, the break dates were 1997, 2002 and 2006 were determined using the Bai-Perron sequential models refers to their ability to utilise operating expenses and interest expenses to generate earning asset. The external environmental factors in the model include: fiscal deficits as a percentage of GDP (FD), private investment as a percentage of GDP (PI) and the share of foreign banks in total credit (FOG) representing the presence of foreign banks. Efficiency of banking assumes significant importance in the context of financial sector reforms, which have resulted in positioning stringent supervisory norms on the lines of international best practice to ensure banking soundness. In the study, the basic DEA model was extended to take into account environmental variables. In this context, the term environment is used to describe factors that could influence the efficiency of a firm, where such factors are not traditional inputs and are not under the control of management [17]. Thus the proposed model was

\[
TE = \beta0 + \beta1 FD + \beta2 PI + \beta3 FOG + \beta4 T1 + \beta5 T2 + \beta6 T3 + \epsilon
\]
breakpoint methodology, with a maximum of 5 breaks, 5 percent trimming, and a test size of 0.10. Coefficient covariances for the tests and estimates are computed using White’s method with no degree of freedom correction. The R2 was 74 percent and the F-statistic are significant and the corresponding probability are all based on a comparison with the full restricted, no breakpoint, constant only model. The F-statistic was based on the difference of the sums-of-squares so, despite the presence of White coefficient standard errors, it was not robust to heteroskedasticity. Since the banking industry had been under continuous structural change, the efficiency analysis of the commercial banking system was done at three different points in time namely 1997, 2002 and 2006. Dummy variables for each year, are thus used to account for changes in the banking environment over time.

The break in 1997, witnessed the Reserve Bank switching from a monetary targeting framework to a multiple indicator approach from 1998-99. With effect from October 1997 interest rates on all time deposits, including fifteen days deposits, have been freed. However, the rate on savings deposits remained controlled by the Reserve Bank of India. Lending rates were also decontrolled [1]. CAMELS system of annual supervision was introduced in 1997, and in 1998, RBI judged that this system can fully meet 14 of the 25 Basel Core Principles of Supervision and was implementing compliance with the other 11 core principles. In this process, by 1997-98, most of the financial market was liberalized. In 1999, Vasudevan committee made an initiative to begin the strategy for computerization of the public sector banks [57]. The Report of the Narasimham Committee (April 1998) provides a framework for the current phase of reforms - the second generation of reforms. In line with the recommendations of the second Narasimham Committee, the Mid-Term Review of the Monetary and Credit Policy of October 1999 announced a gamut of measures to strengthen the banking system.

The time phase during 2002 SARFAESI Ordinance Act enabled banks to attach and sell off pledged assets in case of default, to improve their NPA situation. As per the recommendations of the Narasimham Committee banks cannot recognize income (interest income on advances) on assets where income is not received within two quarters after it is past due. The committee recommended international norm of 90 days in phased manner by 2002. Adequate provision is required to be made for bad and doubtful debts (substandard assets). Detailed instructions for provisioning have been laid down. In addition, a credit exposure norm of 15 percent to a single party and 40 percent to a group has been prescribed. Banks have been advised to make their balance sheets transparent with maximum 'disclosure' on the financial health of institutions [66].

Final break of 2006 coincide with the literature that the phased approach to development of financial markets had enabled RBI’s withdrawal from the primary market since April 1, 2006. Further in April 2006, the Reserve Bank issued guidelines on asset-liability management (ALM) to the banks to follow Duration Gap Analysis (DGA) along with the traditional gap analysis for some banks. In line with the policy approach, banks are managing the maturity structure of deposits and loans and investments. They are increasingly mobilizing term deposits in order to provide long-term loans for productive sectors such as infrastructure. The CRR has come down to 6 percent in 2006-07 and the SLR to 25 percent. This step completed the transition to a fully market based system in the Government sector market. According to the recommendations of the Twelfth Finance Commission, the Central Government has ceased to raise resources on behalf of State Governments, who now access the market directly [67]. Further, on the basis of the recommendations of the Steering Committee set up by RBI, Ownership and Governance and the implementation of the New Capital Adequacy Framework were formulated and issued to banks on February 15, 2005. As a result, the restrictions on geographical expansion and ceiling on interest rates were removed [68]. Commercial banks in India started implementing Basel II with effect from March 31, 2007. A study points out the existence of regulatory bottlenecks in the past and their gradual liberalisation in the recent years provide an opportunity to do a natural experiment with performance of Indian commercial banks [28]. There were series of financial crises in Asia, Brazil and Russia, 9/11 terrorist attacks in the US, border tensions, sanctions imposed in the aftermath of nuclear tests, political uncertainties, changes in the Government, and the oil and commodity price shock of 2007-08 [67].

Performance of banking activities is measured in terms of efficiency instead of volume of profits. Among various kinds of efficiencies, technical efficiency is an important one which is defined as the ability and willingness of an economic unit to produce its maximum possible output with given inputs and technology. The first stage involves solving a DEA problem, involving only the traditional inputs and outputs. In the second stage, the efficiency scores from the first stage are regressed upon environmental variables. The sign of the coefficients of the environmental variables indicate the direction of the influence.

| Table 3. Regression results of model. |
| Variable | Coefficient | Std. Error | t-Statistic | Prob. |
| C | 4.066612 | 0.418285 | 9.722101 | 0.0000 |
| FD | 0.061518 | 0.068686 | 0.895647 | 0.3787 |
| FOG | -0.179313 | 0.022383 | -7.701443 | 0.0000 |
| PI | 0.204644 | 0.113884 | 1.796949 | 0.0840 |
| T1 | -0.046938 | 0.061869 | -0.758666 | 0.4549 |
| T2 | 0.119066 | 0.047020 | 2.530893 | 0.0178 |
| T3 | -0.101043 | 0.030684 | -3.293074 | 0.0029 |
presence of foreign banks and the efficiency of banks may
glasses, foreign market dominance, and destabilizing
regulations should outweigh potential costs such as cream
commercial banks. Researchers argue that the benefits of
reflection of 0.18 changes in the efficiency of
coefficient represents that a unit change in foreign share
reason for the non-significance of fiscal deficit on efficiency.
The RBI through the issue of ad hoc treasury bills may the
arrangements that allowed the government to borrow from
inflation and growth objectives. As a result, the institutional
required to regulate money supply in accordance with
informational advantage compared to domestic banks and
increased costs in the short-run. Many researchers [8, 40, 3
and 60] opined that foreign banks at that stage focused on
large corporate customers, notably because of their lack of a
branch network and that the presence of foreign banks has a
negative relationship with the efficiency of banks. The
increased foreign penetration reduces bank margins, thus
improving the efficiency of the banking systems [12]. A
study [62] measured some influential factors on Islamic and
conventional banks in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
countries, during the period 2002-2009 and found that
foreign ownership does not improve Islamic and
conventional banks performance.

Further, banks with extensive exposures to private
investment had 0.205 units impact on the efficiency. This can
be compared to the study [48] which examined a sample of
firms from the Italian manufacturing over the period 1989–
1994 in order to establish whether financial constraints create
an incentive for firms to improve efficiency over time. The
study indicates that technical efficiency can be affected by
the financial resource availability. The results show that
structural breaks have significant impact on efficiency. The
time period T1 (YR2006) and T3 (YR2006) showed much
improvement in efficiency after deregulation, while T1
(YR1997) period had insignificant influence on efficiency.
The goal of the assessments was to guarantee the safety and
soundness of the financial system by identifying problems
before the deterioration of financial conditions of banks that
may lead to systemic risk.

The phase period from T1 (YR1997) showed insignificant
result but second reform was to transform the operating
environment of the banking industry from a highly regulated
system to a more market-oriented one, with a view to
increase competitiveness and efficiency. After
nationalisation, 90 percent of banking assets were in
government owned banks and financial institutions, while
entry of foreign banks was restricted which hindered efficient
allocation of resources. Financial sector reforms initiated in
the early 1990s have attempted to overcome these
weaknesses in order to enhance efficiency of resource
allocation in the economy. There was need in 1990 to
improve the efficiency of banking industry. Besides,
inefficiency and lack of competition caused the non-
performing assets in the public sector banks to rise from 14
percent in 1969 to 35 percent in 1990 [67, 53]. This problem
had to be tackled during the nineties by undertaking an array of
financial sector reforms. The initiation of reforms, in the
early 1990s, banks in India found it extremely difficult to
face competitive situation. Banks had very limited access to
financial markets. Interest rates on both sides of the balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.639499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.550034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-squared</td>
<td>0.556306</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.095292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.E. of regression</td>
<td>0.063475</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.490522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum squared resid</td>
<td>0.104755</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.173081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>48.09361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.383712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>7.686970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.259599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob(F-statistic)</td>
<td>0.000081</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Estimation based on the data compiled from RBI Annual Report.
sheet were highly regulated. Finally, strict entry barriers severely restricted competition from new private banks [27]. Some study opined that, the period after liberalization did not witness any significant increase in number of efficient banks and some banks have high degree of inefficiency during the period of liberalization [21]. The efficiency of Indian banks has shown a declining trend during the period of deregulation [49, 50]. The study evaluated the efficiency of the Indian banking system for the period 1986-2000 [32]. They found the deregulation resulted in increase in inefficiency but the tendency for inefficiency to decline over time. India had not been totally insulated from exogenous shocks since the second half of the 1990s which forced for another reform Narsimham Committee (1997) by the Government of India, with a mandate to suggest a programme of banking sector reforms so as to strengthen India's banking system and make it internationally competitive [67]. The Asian financial crisis of 1997-1999, the importance of balancing financial liberalization with adequate regulation and supervision prior to full capital account liberalization has been increasingly recognized [69]. However banks have still to go a long way to sustain their competitive success. Indian commercial banks also need to enhance their system and procedure to global standards and simultaneously strengthen their financial position.

The time period from $T_2$ (YR2002) showed a positive impact of 0.119 unit change on the efficiency, signifying the realization of the objectives of liberalization and the success of both the reforms. While comparing the period before 2002 there was improvement in the efficiency of commercial banks since 2002. As of 2002 the RBI has permitted foreign direct investment in the banking sector up to a maximum share of 49 percent in the bank’s should be noted here that interest rate deregulation in India was phased, with several changes implemented in 2000. The policy was one of phased interest rate deregulation and gradual integration of the Indian forex market with global financial markets. By 2000, all other interest rates in the system, except that on small savings, were linked to the bank rate. The studies [57, 26] found that all banks however, have started increasing their efficiency levels significantly since 2000. The enactment of the FRBM Act, 2003 has strengthened the institutional mechanism further. The thrust of banking reforms was not only on the improvement of efficiency through inculcating the spirit of competition among Indian banks but also on strengthening the shock absorptive capacity of the banking system through the adoption of internationally accepted prudential regulations. McKinsey and Company [70] opined that Indian banks adapting to the changing landscape along with the vision of the regulator and the Government in shaping the future growth of banking were two of the noteworthy features of this transition. Banks have evolved their strategies in response to increasing competition and changing customer requirements. The application of technology and product innovations was bringing about a structural change in the Indian banking system and the commercial banks will face new challenges and also new opportunities in the coming years [55, 58, 46]. The reforms have produced favorable effects on performance of commercial banks in general but still there are some distortions like low priority sector advances, low profitability etc. that needs to be reformed [60].

The $T_3$ (YR2006) showed that there was a negative impact of 0.1 unit change on efficiency. In other words commercial banks had faced deterioration since 2006 compared to that of previous years. Since it is predicted that poor macro-economic performance will lead to poor bank performance, the negative effects on bank performance can be associated with higher unemployment, a faster depreciation in the exchange rate, and a higher inflation rate. Further, a higher growth rate of real GDP should associate with better bank performance. Scheduled commercial banks had implemented Basel II in April 2009 which requires more capital for banks in India for implementing the capital to risk-weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of around 13 percent. The Reserve Bank has issued policy guidelines enabling issuance of several instruments by the banks viz., innovative perpetual debt instruments, perpetual non-cumulative preference shares, redeemable cumulative preference shares and hybrid debt instruments. These temporary reductions will adjust in the long run with better efficiency level. EPW Research Foundation, (2007) reported that the rise in interest rates in 2006-07 has been shown as showing "utter disregard for the development needs" of the Indian economy, with "adverse repercussions for medium and small borrowers", while rendering "in a nonchalant manner large proportions of bank credit to cash-rich corporates at below prime lending rates". Scheduled commercial banks have also made heavy investment in technology during the post-reforms years. Between September 1999 and March 2008, public sector banks incurred an expenditure of Rs.15015 crore on computerization and development of communication networks (RBI 2006).

Banking in India is poised to enter yet another phase of reforms once the door opens further to foreign players in 2009. This requires further improvement in technology management, human resource management and the ability to foresee rapid changes in the financial landscape and adopt quickly [38]. At present, there is a huge hiatus between the top management earnings of state owned banks and private, as well as foreign banks. Banks have to lay down sound risk management strategies and internal capital adequacy assessment committees to ensure that they do not diverge from the prudential requirements. The expansion of the banking sector commensurate with the growth of the economy would not only enhance competition but also facilitate financial inclusion [14].

6. Conclusion

This paper aims to provide empirical evidence of the importance to economic growth of the performance of the banking institutions, particularly of bank efficiency, measured through Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), with
external environmental factors which include fiscal deficits, private investment and the share of foreign banks. The results confirm that the varying market condition and the presence of foreign banks will contribute positively to economic growth (empirically confirmed by the large strand of literature mostly following the pioneering contribution of King, et al., [30]). The market development kindled by liberalization and globalization has resulted in changes in the intermediation role of banks. While the banking system has done fairly well in adjusting to the new market dynamics, greater efficiency challenges lies ahead.
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